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Most historians and biologists have 
come to Darwin through his book, 
On the Origin of Species. They have 
been curious about his biological life 
before this ground-breaking book and 
how he developed his ideas. They 
have had rich pickings; Darwin was 
an affluent middle-class Englishman 
with powerful connections and he 
was an enthusiastic correspondent. 
Adrian Desmond and James Moore 
have published one of the most 
acclaimed biographies of Darwin’s 
biological roots, but in a new book 
they have sidestepped the natural 
history and looked at the social and 
political history Darwin found himself 
surrounded by as he grew up. Their 
work compiles new evidence that 
Darwin was passionately opposed 
to slavery, which was a major 
political issue at the time, and that 
this, they argue, provided a moral 
impetus behind his work. Private 
notes and letters described by the 
authors reveal that Darwin’s opinions 
on slavery were far stronger than 
previously appreciated, as they have 
now described in Darwin’s Sacred 
Cause.
Notebooks from his voyage on 
HMS Beagle detail his revulsion at 
Feature
the slavery he witnessed in South 
America. Charles Darwin saw the 
worst excesses for himself and he 
was revolted by its ‘heart-sickening 
atrocities’, Desmond and Moore 
write. “Slavery, justified by the 
planters’ belief that black slaves 
were a seperately created animal 
species, was an immoral blot on his 
youthful landscape and a spur to his 
emancipist study of origins,” they 
argue.
The authors have also discovered 
letters written by Darwin’s sisters, 
cousins and aunts that reveal the 
family as highly active abolitionists. 
They note that the ‘Wedgwood 
women’ would only use and 
recommend ‘East India sugar’ while 
renouncing ‘slave products’. Darwin’s 
grandfather and uncles were also 
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Remembering: The Anse Cafard slavery memorial at Le Diamant, in Martinique, marks this troubled time in Caribbean history that so incensed 
Darwin, according to a new book. (Photo: Guy Thouvenin/Photolibrary.)
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Tetsuro Matsuzawa
Tetsuro Matsuzawa is a professor of 
Kyoto University, Japan, and, since 
2006, director of the Primate Research 
Institute (KUPRI). He is known for 
his research on the chimpanzee 
mind both in the laboratory and 
in the wild. His laboratory work 
consists of the Ai- project, which 
focuses on language-like skills, 
number- concepts, and memory ability 
in chimpanzees. The project is named 
after Matsuzawa’s main research 
partner: a female chimpanzee named 
Ai. Launched in 1978, the Ai-project is 
one of the longest running laboratory 
research projects. Matsuzawa has 
also studied tool use among the wild 
chimpanzees of Bossou, Guinea, 
West Africa since 1986. The Bossou 
chimpanzee community has been 
followed by KUPRI researchers for 
more than three decades. Bossou 
chimpanzees are well known for 
their use of a pair of mobile stones 
as hammer and anvil to crack open 
oil-palm nuts. Matsuzawa has been 
attempting to synthesize his field and 
laboratory work in order to understand 
the nature of chimpanzees, our 
evolutionary neighbors. He has 
received several prizes during his 
career to date, including the Prince 
Chichibu Memorial Science Award, 
the Jane Goodall Award, and Japan’s 
prestigious Medal with Purple Ribbon. 
The following two books published by 
Springer are recommended: Primate 
Origins of Human Cognition and 
Behavior, and Cognitive Development 
in Chimpanzees.
Why did you become interested 
in chimpanzees? My major at 
undergraduate level was philosophy. 
I wanted to know about various 
aspects of the world: biology, 
chemistry, history, language, and 
so on. I could not focus on a single 
discipline. I thought that philosophy 
would somehow contain all these 
subjects. However, students of 
philosophy were obliged to learn 
German, French, Latin, and Greek 
in the first two years of their studies 
because all the important books were 
written in those languages. I became 
bored with looking at black patterns 
printed on white pages. I preferred 
Q & Akey members of the anti-slavery movement.
The authors claim that Darwin 
partly chose to highlight the common 
descent of man from apes to show 
that all races were equal as a rebuttal 
to those who insisted black people 
were a different, and inferior, species 
from those with white skin.
Desmond and Moore say Darwin 
attempted early on to show his 
theory of sexual selection, where 
traits seen as desirable but which 
give no competitive advantage to a 
species are passed down through 
generations, was responsible for 
differences in appearance between 
races of both animals and humans. 
But, they argue, Darwin shied away 
from these topics in On the Origin 
of Species because it was too 
controversial. Nonetheless, they 
argue that “human evolution wasn’t 
the last piece in the evolution jigsaw; 
it was the first.”
“From the very outset Darwin 
concerned himself with the 
unity of humankind. This notion 
of ‘brotherhood’ grounded his 
evolutionary enterprise. It was there 
in the first musings in 1837,” they 
write.
“Always retiring, often unwell, 
Darwin never threw himself into 
abolitionist rallies and petitions (as 
his relatives did). While activists 
proclaimed a ‘crusade’ against 
slavery, he subverted it with science. 
Where slave masters bestialized 
blacks, Darwin’s starting point 
was the abolitionist belief in blood 
kinship, a ‘common descent’.”
“Rather than seeing ‘the facts’ 
force evolution on Darwin, we find a 
moral passion firing his evolutionary 
work. He was quite unlike the modern 
‘disinterested’ scientist,” the authors 
say.
“Reading the greatest  
one-origin-for-all-the-races work, 
by the anti-slavery advocate James 
Cowles Prichard, Researches into the 
Physical History of Mankind, Darwin 
scribbled, “How like my Book all this 
will be.””
Desmond and Moore believe they 
have uncovered the passion driving 
Darwin. “The real problem is that 
no one understands Darwin’s core 
project, the nucleus of his most 
inflammatory research. No one has 
appreciated the source of that moral 
fire that fuelled his strange,  
out-of-character obsession with human origins. Understand that and 
Darwin can be radically reassessed.”
The discovery and recovery of 
Darwin’s letters is still something of a 
rolling revolution. “Even as we write 
new ones are turning up — not least, 
from the son of the most famous 
‘immediatist’ abolitionist in the world, 
the American William Lloyd Garrison.”
It confirms what we had come 
to suspect, they write, that Darwin 
was an admirer of the most 
uncompromising, non-violent 
Christian leader in the anti-slavery 
movement. Garrison was, in Darwin’s 
words, “a man to be for ever revered”. 
Darwin was overjoyed on hearing that 
the blistering anti-slavery passage 
in his Beagle journal had been read 
to the elderly Garrison, whose son 
reported to Darwin how it shed “a new 
and welcome light on your character 
as a philanthropist”, they write.
To think, Darwin replied, that a man 
“whom I honour from the bottom 
of my soul, should have heard and 
approved of the few words which I 
wrote many years ago on Slavery”.
Although the slave trade had been 
outlawed in Britain two years before 
Darwin’s birth, merchants and sea 
captains were willing to flout the 
law. And other countries — despite 
pressure from Britain and harrassment 
from its Navy — remained engaged. 
But the big desire in Darwin’s youth 
was the end of slavery itself.
The West Indies cane fields were 
still worked by black slaves, even if 
planters could not import more. In the 
century to 1810, about 1.75 million 
people had been abducted from 
Africa and sold in the British colonies. 
Some 750,000 were alive when slavery 
was abolished in the 1830s. “These 
broken black bodies under the lash 
had been destined to serve the sugar 
tooth of the nation — until the nation, 
with its lobbies and activists, finally 
baulked,” they write. “Darwin’s young 
world, then, was buoyed by this 
huge humanitarian upswelling in the 
country — the whole family... were 
swept along.”
The enormity of the crime in 
the eyes of the Darwins and 
the Wedgwood cousins was 
understandable: the African slave 
abductions had resulted in probably 
the largest forced migration of 
humans in history. And the newly 
emerging correspondence “shows 
how much there is still to be learned 
about Darwin”.
